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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to propose a new methodology for reducing acquisition costs resulting from 
shortcomings in the requirements engineering process. The approach maps key technical requirements to a solution or 
feasible space, based on the assumption requirements possess dimensions that can be plotted to a Cartesian coordinate 
system. Once these feasible spaces are generated, critical solution spaces are evaluated to determine the degree of alignment 
existing between all of solution spaces and its correlation to overall cost. The requirements solution space results from the 
interpretation of system’s requirement. The potential advantage to employing this approach is that it is potentially easier to 
anticipate failures related to the requirements generations and tracing via a graphical view. This graphical perspective is 
easier to disseminate, evaluate, analyze and forecast potential issues to individuals of with an extremely wide requirement 
experience skillset. The intention of employing this technique will allow for earlier identification of issues relating to cost, 
schedule and quality based on misaligned requirements. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A need exist for developing a new methodology for generating, verifying and validating requirements. Numerous 

works have been published by academics and practitioners over the decades, yet the requirement process can be challenging.  
Katrina et al. (2014) states three major challenges currently exist when generating requirements for complex systems due to 
“… (1) role of the system observer, (2) nature of system requirements in complex situations, and (3) influence of the system 
environment. Authors have asserted that the expectation of unambiguous, consistent, complete, understandable, verifiable, 
traceable, and modifiable requirements is not consistent with complex situations. In contrast, complex situations are an 
emerging design reality for requirements engineering processes, marked by high levels of ambiguity, uncertainty, and 
emergence.” “A fundamental problem in business is that requirements are inherently dynamic; they will change over time as 
our understanding of the problem we are trying to solve changes.  

The importance of good requirements and the underlying dynamic nature of the process mean that we must be as 
accurate as possible, and yet flexible. Flexible does not mean “weak,” but rather than we have a process for developing 
requirements and accommodating changed requirements as we clarify the real requirements of customers” (Young, 2004). 
Furthermore Katrina et al., (2014) states, “…dealing with requirements for complex situations requires a change in paradigm. 
The elicitation of requirements for simple and technically driven systems is appropriately accomplished by proven methods. 
In contrast, the elicitation of requirements in complex situations (e.g., integrated multiple critical infrastructures, system-of-
systems, etc.) requires more holistic thinking and can be enhanced by grounding in systems theory.” Exacerbating the issue 
of complexity, Young (2004) writes, “Another important insight is that sometimes the requirements are unknowable at the 
outset of a development effort because they are affected by the new capabilities to be provided in the new system. This 
suggests the need to plan for new and changed requirements- to provide a degree of flexibility.”  

As essential as requirements are to the system engineering process, failures due to requirements continue occur. 
According to Byun et al. (2014) “… many projects fail with the improper results of Requirement Engineering (RE). One of 
the results is an inconsistency of requirements. Causing unnecessary efforts, it can interfere with the good performance of 
RE.” Sutcliffe (1996) cites, “high costs of errors incurred during requirements analysis and many system failures have been 
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